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The pioneer of herbal veterinary medicine has again thoroughly revised, updated and expanded her

book on natural and organic cures and farming methods, first published in 1952 and now a classic

in its field.
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This fascinating book is a valuable guide for farmers and the general public concerned about the

overuse of nonnatural medicine, herbicides, and insecticides in farm management and animal

husbandry. The author, Juliette de BaÃƒÂ¯racli Levy, offers detailed directions for treating all farm

animals with natural methods, while stating her evidence that "mechanized" farming methods have

led to the demise of domesticated animals' overall health. She asserts that poor and inadequate

natural habitat, unnatural feeding practices, and a reliance on medicine to fight individual symptoms

of disease without addressing the whole animal have weakened farm animals' innate

disease-fighting ability. Her argument for a return to reliance on the natural and away from the

synthetic and artificial rearing and feeding methods of farm animals becomes more urgent and

relevant given the outbreaks of "mad cow disease" and other ailments caused by these practices.

This book, used in conjunction with proper consultation with a veterinarian, can help animal owners

and farmers move back to natural and healthy farming practices. --Julia King

Ã¢â‚¬Å“Every farmer should haev this book...it could help us to avoid some of the mistakes

stemming from unlimited uses of chemical fertilizers, insecticides, antibiotics and the like.Ã¢â‚¬Â•



Ã¢â‚¬â€¢Farmer's Weekly

I bought this book based on her referencing (and recommending get this book for) beekeeping in

her book for dogs and cats. There is one short chapter at the end of the book for bees. She states to

keep bees a natural way, dont requeen and dont feed them sugar those are abt the only

suggestions.;:/ She mentions to feed them vinegar; however, does not provide details like how

much, when and how long. More detailed info would have been helpful.

We raise our animals naturlaly/organically. We had been searching for a book that would help us

with our animals in such a way medically, if needed. A friend of ours, who has been doing what

we're doing for decades, highly recommended this book, telling us it would become our farm "bible".

After reading just a few pages of this, we quickly realized what she meant, and we have been

reading from it and using it ever since. It is very clearly written, easy to understand, and a joy to use.

The author gives a wonderful history of herbal medicines in a farm/livestock setting. She clearly

explains how to prepare the herbs (in tinctures, poultices, etc.) for the animals. She breaks it down

for the different animals as well. This book is a joy to own-- we're very pleased with our purchase.

Having so many animals for pleasure or food does lead one to adopt an attitude of vigilance towards

animals health and needs. As many animals could quite easily survive in a natural environment as

oppose to our mankind created environments for them, even for those of us with the best of

intentions, having this book can help one place some emphasis on the animals natural/original

health and needs rather than what we may think they need. We have to adapt our mankind

environments more towards a natural/original environment that can sustain and benefit the animals

natural instinct. So many times we try too force animals to live in our mankind environments and

treat them our way when at heart, it does more damage and cruelty than good. I enjoy this book and

have followed, with great success many of the treatments with our animals both great and small.

A pleasure to read her works and her complete knowledge of herbs. A welcomed resource fill with

great knowledge.

So far I've referenced the book for a few different things. As a general guide to potential problems

on the farm, this looks like a life-saver! If I come to notice anything majorly erroneous I'll update my

review.My only warning is that I ordered this book "NEW" from , LLC. and I got a lightly used book.



Not worth returning, but buyer beware.

This is a good book for those who are tired of shelves and shelves of chemicals for their livestock,

and then having to worry about timing and drug interactions. No such thing here!! A few herbs out of

the garden and you're good to go. PAY ATTENTION: Some herbs are a bit "strong", and she points

these out and reminds about good measurement. I am thoroughly happy with this reference.

a little hard to understand but read it thrugh and it makes sense ..i saved my dogs life from

distemper 30 years ago by following her other book complete herbal handbook for dogs there is

supposedly no cure for this disease and she lived to be a healthy beautiful dog the vet said when he

saw her after ..she had it but its gone and when i tried to explain about the book he just said it was a

miricle so yes her books are abit confusing but her remedies do work i fully recommend her books

I have warn the cover off of this book and actually I had this copy sent to a friend in WI who needed

help with her heifer. I have suggested this book to so many people and have used it to help me

through some very trying times with my livestock. I pray this never goes out of print.
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